
Toward a Language Identification Model for Ladino:
Assessing the potential of automatically-collected corpora of low-resource languages

Many projects that create language resources and NLP-informed tools for low-resource languages
focus on those with over 1 million speakers (e.g. Swiss German, Slovenian). This renders them
somewhat, if not entirely, incompatible with the vast majority of endangered languages, which have far
fewer speakers and a comparably smaller web presence. Ladino (also Judezmo or Judaeo-Spanish), a
Jewish Spanish language spoken by Sephardi Jews, is one such language. At ~50,000 speakers, Ladino is
classified as “moribund” (Eberhard et al. 2021). However, its web presence is well-attested by a large
repository of authentic Ladino texts made up of community discussions and archived periodicals. While
discussion groups and periodicals are helpful resources for language learners, the texts provided by these
groups and publications provide additional support when organized into a searchable corpus.

Ladino’s endangered status, combined with the relative ease of accessibility of online resources,
makes it an excellent case study for the potential of automated corpus collection and its use in language
documentation efforts and the creation of NLP-assisted tools to aid revitalization projects. However,
before a corpus can be automatically collected, a model to sift through web pages and determine the
likelihood that they are in the target language must be developed, and no such tool exists for Ladino (or
most other low-resource languages). Existing corpora (complete and in progress; described in Bunis
2016) do not represent how the global Sephardi community has promoted the use of Ladino online. This
online language is worth consideration due to its demonstrated potential for keeping diasporic
communities in contact, promoting heritage language use, and representing the modern use of Ladino.

An established online presence and the availability of such NLP-powered tools as spell-checkers,
lemmatizers, and machine translation have emerged as effective tools for endangered language
communities (see Crystal 2000, pp. 141-143). Some endangered languages like Basque have benefited
from these and other tools described in the Digital Language Survival Kit (2018), yet many other
languages lack these tools. For endangered languages with a visible web presence, there is an abundance
of data available online that needs only to be assembled so that it can then be properly tagged and
harnessed to develop NLP tools for a number of higher-resource minority languages.

The development of a Ladino language identification (LID) model and the collection of training
data are the first steps to assessing the potential for the creation of NLP tools aimed at language
revitalization efforts for low-resource endangered languages with an online presence. This presentation,
intended for the main session of the conference, discusses the use of an open source technique for
building NLP tools based in Google’s BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers),
which allows models to be trained with limited amounts of data, making it ideal for low-resource
languages. It will also cover the project’s implications for the documentation of other languages.

The LID model is the first anticipated deliverable of what will be a multi-stage project aimed at
providing the resources necessary to develop NLP tools in Ladino. Once the model has been trained, a list
of URLs likely to contain Ladino text will be run through a web crawler and scraper, which will then form
the plain text version of the first corpus intended to represent the contemporary digital landscape of
Ladino. Ultimately, the corpus itself will be tagged for part of speech and made publicly available as a
resource for community members, researchers, and potential language learners. While many low-resource
languages which have previously been the subject of corpus creation are not endangered, the successful
creation of a Ladino LID model shows that similar projects are possible for similar endangered languages.
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